
Our HIV Ministry 
This cookbook compiles some basic recipes from the AIDS Ambassadors Task Force to 

help your congregation’s ministry to people touched by HIV.  Like any cookbook, you 

have the choice to stay close to the recipe or adjust it to your ingredients and comfort 

level. We encourage you to select the items that most grab your attention, letting your 

creativity flow to generate activities of your own!  Whatever you select, try to enact 

your creativity in three venues:  within your local United Methodist congregation, 

 photographing, video-recording and writing it for your congregation’s website  and  

at our HIV Display Table at next year’s Annual Conference.  In that way, the energy 

you invest in your congregation is not forgotten but lives on throughout churches 

across the Great Plains and permanently on the global internet where it can inspire untold numbers of people. 

This cookbook urges you to plan for your congregation and town to do more.  Skim this cookbook, marking ideas 

that might work where you are.  You know your town and congregation, and that’s valuable information. At the 

end, a Plan page asks you to list everything you checked, then sort those into a three-year strategy that could 

gradually engage more people and energy to advance the work of the UM Global AIDS fund. Following the old 

Quaker proverb to “start small and begin promptly,” study your Year 1 list to identify which your congregation 

should do as its next-step.  Now, recruit some friends and your nearest AIDS Ambassador [e-mail the name of your 

town to frances.moore.ne@gmail.com and she’ll connect you] to help you focus on taking that next step with the 

teamwork you need. 

Why December? 

Since 1988 people remember those touched by HIV each December 1 on World AIDS Day ... 

often recalling the names of people touched by HIV, lighting and carrying candles, wearing red 

ribbons, and gathering as community to remember our past and face our future … together.  

It’s a poignant moment to remember that no one of us is alone, and that what may have been 

experienced in isolation can and should be shared in community.  Names are important in 

truthfully personalizing what can otherwise seem like an issue or a diagnosis.  After 26 years of 

HIV, many people know a person touched by HIV … whether infected, a care-giver, a family 

member, a friend or a neighbor.  But they may never have been invited to share that truth … 

that they know HIV and AIDS  are more than a diagnosis  but a real person whose “life touched 

mine” … and they have a name.  That’s the spirit of World AIDS Day, and it fits nicely with Advent and Christmas 

themes.  The trick is to craft the experience of both so that remembering HIV ministry complements your 

congregation’s Advent activities. 

Although we accent several goals, you decide which to accent in your congregation for the next few years: 

 Donating to the Global AIDS Fund 

 Ending Stigma by Intentionally Proclaiming and Practicing Your Welcome to People with HIV  

 Recruiting AIDS Ambassadors from Your Congregation 

 Clinical: Promoting Timely Testing, Proper Medical Care and Education on New Treatments 

 Promoting HIV Ministries in our Great Plains Conference and its meeting each May 
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As you read the following pages, we provide ideas for each of those five goals, ranging from easy to advanced.  

Now … grab a pencil and check any box that grabs your attention! 

Donating to the Global AIDS Fund  

The offering for the Global AIDS Fund often occurs on the first Sunday of December … near World AIDS Day.          

This year it’s Sunday, December 7, focusing on preventing Mother-to-Child transmission – with every $10 donation 

saving a mother, the baby and the family. Resources are on-line at www.UMGlobalAIDSFund.com.  There are no 

special envelopes available, so remind your Church Treasurer to send the offerings directly to the Conference  by 

the end of December, marking them Advance Special 982345.  Here are several ways your congregation can 

participate:  

Easy:  

 Collect a Designated Offering. Publicize the offering in your normal church newsletter, announcements or 

Sunday morning bulletin, either with special envelopes to identify gifts to the Fund or a separate collection.  

During the next week, formally thank  the congregation and pastor for its donation, telling them the amount 

given and how it will be divided to help HIV Missions in this conference and HIV treatment globally to prevent 

Mothers from infecting Babies.  If desired, use the Just Save One template, inserting your congregation’s name 

and amount, Save As pdf, then select the rectangle to paste into your church’s document. 

 Pastoral Prayer: [Added to end of prayer] And on this winter morning in [choose: Nebraska or Kansas], we 
remember that another summer day is ending in [choose: Botswana or Swazliand] where one in four adults 
under 50 lives with HIV, and across sub-Saharan Africa nearly 15 million orphans have lost a parent to AIDS.  
Teach us, Lord, to care, to speak, to give … please. 

 
Easy Plus:   
 

 The Pastor personally encourages donations before the offering with words like these:  
 

[Pastor rises from chair and walks toward the watching congregation, holding aloft on $10 bill.] I bet you can 
close your eyes and picture our Earth, spinning blue and brown and beautifully in the blackness of space.   
Our home.  Imagine the camera zooming-in to North America, then Nebraska, then Kearney …  to someone 
like you who longs to make a difference.  I think we all want to live a life  that makes  a difference. That’s the 
story we see every year in “It’s a Wonderful Life.”  Trouble is, most of us never know for sure  that we do 
make a difference.   
 

I think that’s why we identify with George Bailey.  We long to believe we do make a difference … to one town 
like Bedford Falls or Kearney, to one woman or one child.   
 

I tell you this morning: You don’t need a Hollywood movie.  All you need is to imagine a woman and her child: 
a mother in Botswana with HIV, and realize that $10 there   buys her HIV medicine  to make her milk safe          
for her hungry baby, keeping her alive for her entire family. Ten dollars saves her … where polluted water   
makes baby formula   deadly.   
 

All across The United Methodist Church this December morning, people like you are making a difference          
by donating to the Global AIDS Fund, for her and her child, somewhere in Africa … with a bit staying here      
on the Great Plains ... everywhere helping people with HIV. In this Advent season of hope, remembering a 
Mother expecting a child, expecting God’s kindom here on earth, I ask you to give and make the difference. 
[Pastor stands waiting for Usher, still holding the $10 bill until the Usher arrives. Puts bill in plate, then sits.] 

 

http://www.umglobalaidsfund.com/
http://www.greatplainsumc.org/generaladvancespecialsundays


Medium: 

 Teaching Moment in Worship: “He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands”  

Pastor: [Required prop: World Globe] John 3.16 reminds us that God gives because God loves the world.  The 

globe reminds me of what “the world” means in a way I can hang-on to.  I need three helpers.  [Walk 

to the front-most row with three people in it; ask them to stand and face the watching congregation.]  

There’s an old song about God that says “He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands,” so I’m going to 

pretend to be God – only for a moment! – and hold the whole world.  [Walk to the nearest person: 

Volunteer 1] Use one fingertip on each hand: one to gently touch and say where you live, and the 

other to gently touch Botswana. [Help Vol 1 touch both, then ask] Are Kearney and Botswana both 

part of the world? [Wait for the answer] Now it’s your turn to be God; carefully hold the whole world 

in your hands.  Pretend all the things you love are in there; don’t drop it!  [Give the world to Vol 1, 

gently turning her/him toward Vol 2] You know what to say: [Prompt as needed] “Use one fingertip on 

each hand: one to gently touch and say where you live, and the other to gently touch Botswana.” 

[Wait for Vol 2 to touch and name, then ask Vol 2] Does God love  Kearney and Botswana?  [Direct Vol 2 

to Vol 3] Now it’s her/his turn. Careful! [2 hands the world to 3. Repeat touching and naming, then ask 

Vol 3] Does God love people who are sick … no matter where they live?  [Pastor has moved to the 

other end to accept the world from Vol 3, saying] Remind me to be careful with the whole world. [Wait 

for Vol 3 to echo the words.]  Remind me to pretend I’m God. [Ditto.] Thank you three for reminding me 

who to be. [They sit. Pastor moves front & center.] There’s an old story about a child in her room on a 

scary, stormy night, crying out in the dark. Her mother rushes in to comfort her … theologically: 

"Don’t be afraid. God is  right here … with you … all the time."        "I know that," the child replies, "but 

right now I want someone with skin on."   And that’s the way we are.  We all need God in the flesh, 

with skin on, comforting us  whenever we’re afraid   or sick, wherever we live in the world –in 

Kearney or Botswana or Swaziland or Dodge City [a town in the other state of Great Plains Conference]. 

And each of us must hold the whole world in our hearts and thoughts, while gently touching at least 

places – one close by   and one far away – to stretch us   to be as loving as God.                                    

Option: Play “He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands” with child-like simplicity as offertory … or         

ask the congregation to hum it without instruments, slowly and simply, as ushers collect the offering. 

Advanced: 

 Create gift “Baskets of Love” for a silent auction benefitting the United Methodist Global AIDS Fund and Local 

HIV Mission projects. Churches in Grand Island NE have successfully done this for years, using beauty to make 

HIV ministry visible and creating an easy way for people to stretch their ministry and compassion in new ways.  

 

 

 

 Snap digital color photos to post on your church bulletin board, in your church newsletter/bulletin, on your 

church website; to share with your local newspaper, the Conference HIV Team and our Conference.            

Never underestimate the silent inspiration people get from a photo of the Church being what it aspires to be.  

Someone with the gift of photography may be waiting for this invitation to get involved!  



 Candles on December 7  

 Set-out in the worship space before worship,  

 for the Acolyte to light after the Advent candles on the chancel 

 for People of the congregation to light, processing in after the Acolyte 

 Set-out as luminaries in a Red Ribbon design 

 In the church foyer 

 Outdoors in a visible space … maybe also on December 1 – World AIDS Day -- snapping a digital photo 

and e-mailing it to your local paper, the Conference, your AIDS Ambassador Task Force, and posting it to 

your church website and social media. Worship resources for World AIDS Day are online at  

http://www.gbod.org/worship/church-civic-holidays/World-AIDS-Day1 

  Remembrance of Names 

 If the congregation doesn’t know anyone who died of AIDS, or anyone touched by HIV, your nearest       

AIDS Service Organization likely has a list of names that can help personalize and localize the need.               

E-mail us if you need help on that.  Three to five first names could be included effectively in the Pastoral 

Prayer … for example:  

“And especially this morning, we remember those nearby who lives have been touched by HIV,                 

lives lost here in [choose: Nebraska or Kansas] … Henry, JT, Will, Alicia, John.  More than a million          

every year. It’s overwhelming, Lord.  We can only imagine the prayers that rise to you daily, each                

from a person who’s sick, needing compassion, care and healing; each with a name you know.            

Remind us to care, to be your healing presence,  to love without conditions … as you love us.”     

 If people in your congregation know people touched by HIV, but are reluctant to share names, there are 

several approaches.  Remember: You decide how broadly to frame the topic with your language;            

“people who died of AIDS” is smaller than “people with HIV” while “people touched by HIV” can include 

relatives, care-givers, friends and acquaintances … likely many people in your congregation.      

 If close friends in the congregation share the HIV secret, enlist the close friend to ask the reluctant 

person for permission to say the name or initials of the people involved during the Sunday morning 

prayer … in order to nudge the congregation to be more compassionate and caring.  Speaking privately 

and gently with each person carrying this secret not only generates names for the congregational 

experience, but – probably more importantly – begins the practical ministry of support with the people 

who already need it.  
 

An appropriate follow-up question is: “May I tell the pastor about our conversation so that s/he knows?”              

If  trust is limited – if the reluctant person says “no” – that is likely the important message the congregation 

needs to hear from the Pastor.  For example, the Pastoral Prayer could include:  

“For all those among us whose lives have been touched by HIV, but cannot trust our church family           

with tender truths, we light this candle.  [Light one prominent candle … set apart from all others. The 

following words can be printed beneath the candle for the Pastor to read ... head bowed as if in prayer]            

As one spark brings light to a darkened space, warmth and life to the still cold, may God’s Love                  

come to us in this Advent season, crossing boundaries of fear, silencing judgment, creating relationships 

of genuine care.  Like Mary and Joseph, we long for a safe space, but find no room in the inn.                      

‘O come to our hearts, Lord Jesus; Make room in our hearts for Thee.’ So be it.  Amen.” 

mailto:rmoser@greatplainsumc.org
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 If those intimate conversations feel wrong for now, use the Pastoral Prayer [above] to initiate the 

conversation and name the problem. 

 If your congregation is ready to share names, ask people to inform the Church Office throughout November 

of the first names of people they know whose lives were lost to AIDS, or touched by HIV.  [Decide how you 

want to word it.]  That broader wording will generate more names and candles for a candlelight memorial 

procession before the Global AIDS Offering … and a bigger pool for later HIV work.  Instruct Office staff to 

reply with a Thank You, and invite that person to carry a lit candle in honor or memory of the person s/he 

named on 2014 Dec 7.  When the Prelude begins, process somberly and slowly after the Acolyte, placing each 

lit candle in a rehearsed pattern that adorns the chancel/stage, creating a visual backdrop for the Pastor’s 

later appeal for the Global AIDS Fund … but with a look appropriate for Advent.  

 PowerPoint option: During Candlelight Procession/Prelude, display overhead slides of a Red Ribbon and 

the words We Remember, followed by the names your congregation collected … each dissolving slowing 

into each other at a speed timed to fit your procession/prelude.   

 Two weeks prior, publicize the Global AIDS Offering in the church newsletter, announcing your goal of one 

dollar per member, explaining that 75% supports the “Just Save One” effort in Africa, and 25% supports HIV 

grants and scholarships in our Great Plains United Methodist Conference. Pre-publicity will likely nudge people 

already touched by HIV to donate more than one dollar.  Alternatively, one week you could accent that $10 can 

save three people in Africa: the Mother, her Nursing Baby, and the Entire Family depending on her.  

 Show a Promotional Video before the Global AIDS Offering    

 Include the Pastor’s Endorsement before the Global AIDS Offering: [At the video’s words “This morning,” 

Pastor rises from chair and walks toward the watching congregation – timing pace to space and lighting for 

proper pastoral effect – holding aloft a single $10 bill.] Here’s my $10. For her and her child, somewhere in 

Africa. Here on the Great Plains. Helping people with HIV.  Let’s do it. For her and her child … in this Advent 

season of hope, remembering a Mother … expecting a child … expecting God’s kindom here on earth.        

[Pastor stands waiting for Usher, holding the $10. Usher arrives, puts money in plate, then sits.] 

 Include Global HIV in the Pastoral Prayer: [Insert at end] And on this winter morning in [choose: Nebraska or 

Kansas], we remember that a summer day is ending in [Choose: Botswana or Swazliand] where one in four 

adults under 50 lives with HIV, and across sub-Saharan Africa nearly 15 million orphans have lost a parent 

to AIDS.    Teach us, Lord,  to care,   to speak,   to give … please.  Amen. 

Promoting HIV Ministries in our Great Plains Conference and its meeting each May 

 List the groups in your congregation or town most interested in a new Bible study on HIV called                      

"The Season for Change."  http://umc-gbcs.org/resources-websites/the-season-for-change. Ask leaders of 

those groups to do the study.  If no group comes to mind, maybe you start it!  And we’re here to support you … 

just a click away! 

 Request stories from HIV volunteers and care-givers in your congregation and town. AIDS Service Organizations 

often have stories from people living with HIV, but we need stories from churches doing the hands-on work of 

loving, serving ministry.  It can be as simple as asking aloud: Who’s quietly doing this work? Will you tell your 

story to a tape recorder [or video cam]?  May we share it to inspire others to be more loving? 

http://umc-gbcs.org/resources-websites/the-season-for-change
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 Display stories from People Living with HIV on a very visible bulletin board in the church building. Decide which 

will be more effective in your congregation: entire stories, or extracts mentioning God or spiritual themes.  

Change the bulletin board every three weeks.   

Intentionally Proclaim and Practice Your Welcome to HIV+ and Stigmatized People  

People touched by HIV are often stigmatized and cast-out by mainstream society … and churches.  One very 

important ministry your church can do is create the equivalent of a front porch with a Welcome mat and a         

turned-on porch light … proclaiming to your entire community that you are intentionally welcoming the people 

who have been excluded … accidentally or intentionally.   

 Easy:  

 Tell your Pastor you volunteer to be on a group to evaluate how welcoming your congregation is, and how it 

might improve.  There are many tips on the internet that suggest old habits to stop and new habits to start.  

[You can search the internet for phrases like “How to be a welcoming church.”]  Encourage your group to 

welcome by name the people most often cast-out and unnamed; intentionally naming, renaming and 

welcoming  whoever’s being excluded is important, and follows the example of Jesus with Zacchaeus the 

Imperial Tax Collector [Luke 19.1-10], eating with social outcasts [Mk 1.40-2.17], not condemning the 

Adulterous Woman  [John 8.1-11] or the Samaritan Woman at the Well [John 4.4-42]. 

Easy Plus:  

 Talk together about whether to develop a sustained study of Jesus, Outsiders and Insiders, including Bible 

stories like those above and the Parables alongside artifacts that help us feel fully alive around HIV-related 

ideas: 

 Excerpt from Jesus, Justice & The Reign of God on Jesus’ ripostes redistributing honor and shame  

 Pastorally redistributing honor/shame by understanding and applying Disenfranchised Grief [Ken Doka]    

Brief video intro here.  Book here; also here. Scholarly article here. 

 Fiction like “What They Carried” [Currier: Dancing on the Moon]  

 Songs like “God Help the Outcasts” from Hunchback, “Will I?” from Rent, “When Angels Cry,” “Some People’s 

Lives,” “That Kind of Love,” “Stickman,” “Do Not Turn Away” [Callen: Legacy], “Jonathan Wesley Oliver, Jr.” 

or “In the Absence of Angels” from Quilt.”  

 Movies like “And the Band Played On,” “Philadelphia,” “The Normal Heart,” “Long-Time Companion,” “In the 

Gloaming,” “An Early Frost,”  “We Were Here” … et cetera. 

Medium: 

 Monitor related discussions in the Roman Catholic Church [Pope Francis, Synod of Bishops, etc.], writing          

easy-to-understand summaries to post on a prominent bulletin board in your church. 

Advanced: 

 Formally ask your Church Council to adopt an intentionally, more welcoming statement to people you’ve 

neglected in the past, with a tagline to be published prominently on every future church publication.  This is 

the textual equivalent of a Welcome mat and porch light; it doesn’t mean visitors will step onto your porch and 

ring the doorbell … but it’s an improvement! 

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&rlz=1C1EODB_enUS532US532&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=how%20to%20be%20a%20welcoming%20church
http://www.amazon.com/Jesus-Justice-Reign-God-Liberation/dp/0664256767/ref=pd_sim_b_26?ie=UTF8&refRID=1PRZD89JV9BBFFS6G0BA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhfxzY65SmI
http://www.amazon.com/Disenfranchised-Grief-Recognizing-Hidden-Sorrow/dp/066917081X
http://www.amazon.com/Kenneth-J.-Doka/e/B001JPC2PG
https://www.ualberta.ca/~jennyy/PDFs/14022506.pdf
http://jamesoncurrier.blogspot.com/2008/10/about-what-they-carried.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0NyHExXib0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okMdC9-YqrE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SU7vqUcMpzQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaKYrJJyaME
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaKYrJJyaME
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dx3CJOHsLmM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V07M4d5GNqA
http://www.amazon.com/Legacy-Michael-Callen/dp/tracks/B00000FCCJ/ref=dp_tracks_all_1#disc_1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxzQ9pPY5iA
http://www.mtishows.com/show_detail.asp?showid=000144
http://www.amazon.com/Band-Played-Matthew-Modine/dp/B00005AQMJ/ref=sr_1_2?s=movies-tv&ie=UTF8&qid=1413314335&sr=1-2&keywords=and+the+band+played+on
http://www.amazon.com/Philadelphia-Tom-Hanks/dp/B000I9YV12
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B007VG24HS/ref=pd_sim_mov_8
http://www.amazon.com/Longtime-Companion-Stephen-Caffrey/dp/B000053VAW/ref=sr_1_2?s=movies-tv&ie=UTF8&qid=1413315202&sr=1-2&keywords=long-time+companion
http://www.amazon.com/Gloaming-VHS-Glenn-Close/dp/0783109644/ref=sr_1_cc_1?s=aps&ie=UTF8&qid=1413315163&sr=1-1-catcorr&keywords=in+the+gloaming
http://www.amazon.com/Gloaming-VHS-Glenn-Close/dp/0783109644/ref=sr_1_cc_1?s=aps&ie=UTF8&qid=1413315163&sr=1-1-catcorr&keywords=in+the+gloaming
http://www.amazon.com/Early-Frost-Gena-Rowlands/dp/B000FILUH4/ref=sr_1_sc_1?s=movies-tv&ie=UTF8&qid=1413314747&sr=1-1-spell&keywords=eary+frost
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B007VG24HS/ref=pd_sim_mov_8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:HIV/AIDS_in_film


 Create a discussion group, inviting anyone interested to connect [1] your own congregation’s habits of who 

feels welcome, in or out with [2] Jesus’ examples of redistributing honor/shame, [3] any pertinent artifact, 

[4] the Roman Catholic discussions and [5] The United Methodist discussions in its Judicial Council and 

General Conference.  

Recruiting AIDS Ambassadors from Your Congregation 

Easy:  

 Click here to learn more about the United Methodist AIDS Ambassadors. 

Easy Plus:  

 E-mail your AIDS Ambassador Task Force to learn if your congregation already has an AIDS Ambassador. 

Medium: 

  Recruit at least two AIDS Ambassadors in your congregation.  Sign-up on-line. 

  Host the initial get-together to talk about what you might do in your congregation and town in the next two 

years.  Invite the Pastor.  Consider creating a relaxing mood by gathering around a small table, uttering an 

honest prayer asking for help and wisdom, then sharing a snack and drink during this initial conversation.  

Clinical: Promoting Timely Testing, Proper Medical Care and Education on New Treatments 

Easy:  

  List groups in your town that are probably the most interested in learning the latest clinical news on HIV.         

You might have some groups inside your congregation, and some outside the congregation.  Think about all 

ages, and people who are different than you.  Thinking of the list might stretch you … and that’s a good thing.  

E-mail your AIDS Ambassador Task Force with your list to think about the next step that seems best for your 

town. 

 
 
 
 
 

Now … transfer all the boxes you checked to the next page  
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HIV Priorities for 
_______________________________ United Methodist Church 

Great Plains Conference 
Donating to the Global AIDS Fund  

 Collect a Designated Offering 

 Pastoral Prayer 

 Pastor personally encourages donations before the offering  

 Teaching Moment in Worship: “He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands”  

  Create gift “Baskets of Love” for a silent auction  

       Take digital color photos for post-auction inspiration 

 Candles on December 7  

       In worship space  

 Acolyte lights 

 Procession of Congregants 

      Luminaries in a Red Ribbon  

 In church foyer 

 Outdoors Mon Evening, Dec 1: Specify visible space _________________________________________ 

Digital photographer Name:  _________________________________________ 

IT Support in Church Office:  _________________________________________ 

 Remembrance of Names 

       Need Names for Pastoral Prayer 

       Reluctant to Share approach  

             Enlist close friends to ask permission 

             Limited Trust / Pastoral Prayer approach 

 Ready to Share / November Newsletter  Church Office   Candlelight Procession Dec 7.  

  PowerPoint option: Red Ribbon/We Remember/Names   

 November Church Newsletters Publicize Global AIDS Offering  

 Show Promotional Video before Global AIDS Fund Offering  

 Pastor Endorses Offering 

 Include Global HIV in the Pastoral Prayer 

Promoting HIV Ministries in our Great Plains Conference and its meeting each May 

 List groups most interested in HIV Bible study  

 Start HIV Bible study group during Advent 

 Request and capture stories from HIV volunteers and care-givers in your congregation and town.  

 Create visible bulletin board in the church building from People Living with HIV for __ months. 

Intentionally Proclaim and Practice Your Welcome to HIV+ and Stigmatized People  

 Tell the Pastor you volunteer to be on a group to evaluate and improve congregation’s welcome.   

 Convene group to discuss a sustained study of Jesus, Outsiders and Insiders with HIV-related ideas 

 Monitor related discussions around the Roman Catholic Synod of Bishops; create and update bulletin board. 

 Formally ask Church Council to adopt an intentionally, more welcoming statement then routinely do it. 

 Create a discussion group to connect the welcoming pieces to our United Methodist churches.  

Recruiting AIDS Ambassadors from Your Congregation 

 Learn more about the United Methodist AIDS Ambassadors. 

 E-mail AIDS Ambassador Task Force to learn our AIDS Ambassador. 

  Register 2+ AIDS Ambassadors in our congregation.   

  Host first get-together to talk about what Ambassadors should do next.  

Clinical 

  E-mail list of local groups that might want a clinical update to AIDS Ambassador Task Force to plan next steps. 

Now … sort your choices into your  
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Three-Year HIV Plan for 

_______________________________ United Methodist Church 

Great Plains Conference 

2014  
Oct-Dec 
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2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Share your Congregation’s Plan with your pastor and your AIDS Ambassador Task Force 
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